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a b s t r a c t 
Robust ab initio investigations of nanoparticle surface properties require a method to identify candidate low- 
energy surface facets a priori . By assuming that low-energy surfaces are planes with high atomic density, we 
devise an eﬃcient algorithm to screen for low-energy surface orientations, even if they have high ( hkl ) miller 
indices. We successfully predict the observed low-energy, high-index {10 12 } and {10 1 4} surfaces of hematite 𝛼- 
Fe 2 O 3 , the {311} surfaces of cuprite Cu 2 O, and the {112} surfaces of anatase TiO 2 . We further tabulate candidate 
low-energy surface orientations for nine of the most common binary oxide structures. Screened surfaces are found 
to be generally applicable across isostructural compounds with varying chemistries, although relative surface 
energies between facets may vary based on the preferred coordination of the surface atoms. 
© 2017 Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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0. Introduction 
Many important interfacial properties of nanoparticles, such as re-
ctivity [1] , photocatalytic activity [2] , crystal-growth direction [3] ,
nd intercalation rates for battery electrodes [4] , depend on which sur-
ace facets are exposed on the particle morphology. At equilibrium, this
orphology is given by the Wulﬀ construction, which can be predicted
rom ﬁrst-principles by calculating which surface orientations bound
he nanocrystal with the lowest surface energy. This process determines
hich surfaces are stable, and are therefore relevant for more sophis-
icated investigations of surface properties or reactions. The ﬁrst step
n an ab initio investigation of nanoparticle interfacial properties is the
election of which surface orientations to calculate. Ideally, one would
hoose the stable surface facets observed in experimental nanoparticle
orphologies, but when these are unavailable, surface investigations
ave typically been constrained to the low-index surfaces (Miller in-
ices hkl all being either 0 or ± 1). However, particle morphologies can
ften exhibit stable high-index surfaces, such as the {10 12 } and {10 1 4}
urfaces of rhombohedral crystals such as hematite Fe 2 O 3 [5] and Cal-
ite CaCO 3 [6] . High-index surfaces can also be stabilized electrochem-
cally, as in the (730) surfaces of FCC platinum [7] , or via adsorbates,
uch as the (311) surfaces of cubic Cu 2 O [8] . Most surface properties
re strongly orientation-dependent, so if stable high-index surfaces are
ot considered in a computational investigation, then calculated surface
roperties may be largely irrelevant. 
One might consider searching for low-energy, high-index surface ori-
ntations by calculating the energy of surfaces attained by a brute force∗ Corresponding author. 
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039-6028/© 2017 Published by Elsevier B.V. numeration of surface orientations [9] . However, this process can be
ombinatorically prohibitive, as combinations of Miller indices up to
ndex N yield O( N 3 ) surface orientations, each with potentially multi-
le unique terminations. It can also be wasteful, as usually only a small
andful of surface facets are energetically competitive to appear on the
ulﬀ construction. Furthermore, it may actually be conceptually ﬂawed
o search for low-energy surfaces by Miller index, as Miller indices are
eﬁned with respect to the conventional unit-cell lattice, which is not
nique, and is a ‘human ’ convention, rather than a physical one. Atomic
ositions are a physically-relevant crystallographic feature to search for
ow-energy surfaces by, but the lattice does not include this information.
In this paper, we propose an eﬃcient, physically-motivated screen-
ng heuristic for low-energy surfaces that does not depend on how the
nit-cell is deﬁned. Our heuristic is based on the hypothesis that low-
nergy surfaces tend to be planes with high atomic density. This is a
easonable assumption for two reasons: 1) because planes with greater
tomic density have the potential for more in-plane bonds, which re-
uces the surface energy. 2) The Gibbs-Thomson model relates excess
hemical potential to plane curvature, indicating that ﬂat planes have
he lowest free-energy. While this argument is generally exercised at the
icroscopic level, the geometric argument operates on a similar princi-
le at the atomic level. 
Our heuristic is described as follows. Planes can be deﬁned by any
et of three atoms. By identifying all the possible unique planes formed
y sets of three atoms within a crystal structure, and identifying which
iller indices are most highly represented by this survey, we identify
he highest-density planar orientations, which are promising candidates 2017 
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Fig. 1. The low-energy, high-index surface screening heuristic a.) Surface orientations are sampled by enumerating triplets of atoms in a sphere around the symmetrically-distinct atoms 
in a unit cell. b.) The frequency of sampled orientations is collected in a histogram, where highly sampled surfaces correspond to greater planar atomic densities, shown for the corundum 
𝛼-Al 2 O 3 structure. c.) Static and relaxed surface energies of orientations obtained using the screening heuristic. Greater atomic planar densities generally correlate with lower surface 
energies. d.) Wulﬀ construction from static surface energies. e.) Wulﬀ construction made from relaxed surface energies. 
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t  or the lowest-energy surfaces. Our proposed algorithm is successful at
dentifying multiple observed low-energy, high-index planes for several
mportant oxide structures. Because our algorithm is based on the crystal
tructure, but not the chemistry, we perform an analysis for the applica-
ility of screened surfaces across isostructural compounds with varying
hemistries, and how chemistry changes the relative surface energies be-
ween facets. Our screening heuristic is powerful and computationally
nexpensive, and should precede any ab initio investigation of surface
roperties where the equilibrium particle morphology is unknown. 
. Methodology 
We aim to develop a quantitative descriptor for high-density planes
hat is easy to identify computationally, and does not require explicit
onstruction of surface slabs to achieve. We begin by reasoning that a
omplete sampling of planes formed by three atoms will naturally be bi-
sed towards surface orientations with high-density. Here, we start with
 description of the algorithm, illustrated in Fig. 1 a, including a discus-
ion of subtleties to be aware of in order to minimize the identiﬁcation
f spurious high-index surfaces. 
1. For a given unit cell, identify all symmetrically unique atoms.
This eliminates the dependence of the algorithm on the orientation
of the chosen lattice, or the number of primitive unit cells within
this orientation. This further ensures that environments of atoms on
high-symmetry Wyckoﬀ positions are not oversampled. 
2. For each symmetrically unique atom, construct a sphere of cut-
oﬀ radius r 0 . The radius of this sphere should encompass enough
atoms to attain a reasonable sampling of the local short-range atomic
environment. The number of triplets of atoms scales as N C 2 , where N
is the number of atoms in the sphere. We ﬁnd that an r 0 that encom-
passes 50 atoms is suﬃcient to identify most low-energy high-index
surfaces. 
3. Within this sphere, identify all sets of three atoms that include
the original atom. In the cases of complex ions, such as CO 3 2 − ,
SO 4 2 − , PO 4 3 − , AlH 4 − , NH 4 + , etc, only the center atom is consid-
ered. If all atoms are considered for these cases, then surface orien-
tations representing the surfaces of ionic polyhedra become over-
sampled, rather than just the preferred cleavage surfaces of the
cationic/anionic sublattice. 
4. Determine the Miller indices of the plane formed by the sets of
three atoms , deﬁned with respect to the desired unit cell, which
is typically the conventional one. To do this generally, for Bravais51 lattices of any symmetry, one begins by forming two vectors from
the three atoms. The Miller indices of the vectors can be found from
𝑣 Miller = 𝐿 −1 𝑣 where L is the lattice of the desired unit cell, and v
is the vector formed between two of the three atoms, deﬁned with
respect to the same standard basis as the lattice. The Miller index
of the plane formed by these two vectors is the cross product of the
two Miller vectors. Miller indices with irreducible fractional indices
are discarded, as one cannot create a slab with irreducible fractional
indices that satisﬁes periodic boundary conditions. 
5. Build a histogram of sampled surface orientations. The orien-
tations that occur the most frequently are the ones with the
greatest planar atomic density. Miller indices that are equivalent
by symmetry (i.e. in a family) should be grouped together. The fam-
ily of a Miller index can be constructed by applying all the point
group operations of the reciprocal lattice to the Miller index. 
We next apply this surface screening algorithm to a selection of bi-
ary oxides that have been experimentally observed to exhibit high-
ndex surfaces. We compute the surface energy, 𝛾, using the equation
= 1 
2 𝐴 
(
𝐸 𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑏 − 𝑁 𝐸 𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 
)
(1) 
here A is the area of the surface unit cell, E slab is the energy of the
lab supercell, E bulk is the bulk energy per atom, and N is the number of
toms in the surface slab. The 1 2 pre-factor accounts for the two surfaces
f a slab. If the surface can exchange molecular or atomic species with
n external reservoir, then the surface grand potential is: 
= 1 
2 𝐴 
( 
𝐸 𝑠𝑙𝑎𝑏 − 𝑁 𝐸 𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 − 
∑
𝑖 
𝑁 𝑖 𝜇𝑖 
) 
(2) 
here excess or deﬁcient atoms are accounted for by a chemical poten-
ial term for the N i atoms of species i with chemical potential 𝜇i . 
For this work we only consider stoichiometric oxide surface slabs,
onstructed from planar cleavages of a bulk crystal, where the surface
nergy is given by Eq. (1 ). In real oxide surfaces, surface reconstruc-
ions may occur, where the surface structure changes to accommodate
he energetic cost of broken bonds [10] . Surfaces may also become non-
toichiometric under highly oxidizing or reducing oxygen environments,
hanging the surface energy according to Eq. (2 ), thereby inﬂuencing
hich surface facets appear on the equilibrium morphology [11,12] .
lthough explicit calculations of non-stoichiometric or reconstructed
urfaces are beyond the scope of this work, we will demonstrate that
he surface orientations screened using our planar-density heuristic are
W. Sun, G. Ceder Surface Science 669 (2018) 50–56 
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Table 1 
Heuristic screened Cu 2 O surfaces and result- 
ing surface energies in (J/m 2 ). Polar surfaces 
marked by an asterisk ∗ , and are calculated 
by a Tasker 3 to Tasker 2b reconstruction, 
neutralizing the dipole by moving half the 
Cu atoms to the other side of the slab. 
Surface Screening 𝛾static 𝛾relax 
(111) 21% 0.80 0.75 
(100) ∗ 17% 1.58 1.22 
(110) ∗ 13% 1.70 1.39 
(311) 12% 1.44 1.04 
(210) ∗ 7.8% 1.38 1.06 
(331) 7.0% 1.08 0.89 
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aften experimentally observed to be stabilizable under applied environ-
ental conditions. In other words, our screened surface orientations can
dentify high-density surfaces that may be unstable in a cleanly-cleaved
orm, but have the potential to be stabilized when accounting for non-
toichiometry or reconstructions. This highlights the advantage of using
 screening metric based on the underlying structural topology of the
rystal, rather than on the speciﬁc cleavages and reconstructions of an
xplicit surface structure. 
To calculate surface energies, we prepare surface slabs using the ef-
cient creation and convergence scheme we previously derived in [ 13 ].
n this scheme, bulk unit cells are ﬁrst reoriented such that the (001)
asal plane lies parallel to the Miller plane of interest. A surface slab is
ext generated by inserting a vacuum into a supercell extended along
he [001] vector. We rapidly converge the surface energy with respect
o slab thickness by using an E Bulk in Eq. (1 ) computed from a bulk unit
ell oriented in the same direction as the surface slab, which minimizes
umerical errors arising from Brillouin zone integration across diﬀerent
attices. 
All calculations were performed using the Vienna Ab-Initio Soft-
are Package (VASP). We used the projector augmented wave
PAW) [14] method with the Perdew–Burke–Erzhenhoﬀ (PBE)
15] generalized-gradient approximation. Plane-wave basis cutoﬀ
nergies were calculated at 520 eV cutoﬀ energy. Brillouin Zones were
ampled using the Methfessel–Paxton scheme. Bulk unit cells and atoms
ere initially relaxed until forces were 1E − 6 eV/Å. Surface slabs were
hen created from relaxed bulk unit cells to be at least 15 Å thick with
2 Å of vacuum. No Hubbard + U term is utilized for the transition metal
xide surfaces, as we ﬁnd it to occasionally lead to convergence issues
hen the slab is relaxed; possibly related to the multiple-minima issue
f DFT + U [16] . A python implementation of this screening algorithm
s provided in the supplemental information, based on the Python
aterials Genomics ( pymatgen ) package [17] . 
. Validation 
.1. Corundum Al 2 O 3 
To demonstrate our surface screening heuristic, we ﬁrst test it on
he 𝛼-Al 2 O 3 corundum structure (space group 𝑅 3 𝑐, #167), whose equi-
ibrium morphology is dominated by the high-index {10 12 } , and low-
ndex {10 1 1} and {0001} surfaces [18] . The {10 1 4} surface is also a
rominent surface in this structure, as {10 1 4} cuts of 𝛼-Al 2 O 3 can be
sed as substrates for crystal growth [19] , and the isostructural 𝛼-Fe 2 O 3 
ematite structure can been synthesized hydrothermally to be com-
letely bounded by {10 1 4} surfaces [20] . We show the results of our
urface screening heuristic in Fig. 1 b, ﬁnding that triplets of atoms sam-
le the {10 12 } surfaces the most frequently, at 47% of the time, followed
y {10 1 1} and {10 1 4} with 18% and 17% each, and then the low-index
0001} with 9% and {10 1 0} with 6%. The {10 18 } and {11 2 0} surfaces
re also identiﬁed, but each only occurring with 2% frequency. Such
creened surfaces with low occurrences may merit investigation, but are
enerally less relevant. 
If our heuristic is valid, then the most highly screened surfaces
hould, in general, yield the lowest surface energies. To validate our
ypothesis, we calculate the static and relaxed surface energies of the
forementioned corundum surfaces. We successfully ﬁnd a strong cor-
elation showing that surfaces that are screened with high probabilities
end to have lower surface energies, and validate that the high-index
10 12 } surface has the lowest surface energy of all orientations ( Fig 1 c).
he structure of the {10 12 } surface is given in Fig. 2 a, showing that all
urface Al atoms are 5-fold coordinated, and the O atoms are 3-fold co-
rdinated. This Al coordination is nearly the same as in the bulk (6-fold),
ielding structural insight on why this is such a low-energy surface. On
he other hand, the {10 1 0} surface shows mixed 5-fold and 4-fold co-
rdinated Al, and the {10 1 4} surface is completely composed of 4-fold
oordinated cations ( Fig. 2 b). The conventional wisdom that high-index52 urfaces possess more step-edges and kinks may be true for the vicinal
urfaces of simple metals, but our ﬁndings demonstrate that for more
omplicated crystal structures, high-index surfaces can be as atomically
at as low-index surfaces, or even more so. 
The {0001} surface of Al 2 O 3 is only sampled by 9% of triplets of
toms, and accordingly, the static surface energy is higher than for
10 1 0} , although not as high as the {10 1 4} . However, relaxation greatly
educes the surface energy of the {0001} surface, turning it from a
inority facet on the 𝛼-Al 2 O 3 particle morphology to a primary facet
 Fig. 1 d,e). Because the surface screening heuristic is applied to the bulk
rystal, information regarding the screened surfaces will be most rele-
ant for static surface energies. While some surfaces, such as the Al 2 O 3 
0001}, will relax more heavily than others, surfaces with low 𝛾static will
till tend to have low 𝛾relax , so surfaces attained by the heuristic should
lways be considered as candidate surfaces in an ab initio investigation.
Finally, to provide a counterpoint to our screening heuristic, we fur-
her calculate the remaining low-index surfaces for 𝛼-Al 2 O 3 , namely,
he {10 11 } and the {11 2 1} , as well as the high-index {11 2 3} surface,
hich was proposed to be a stable facet from angle measurements on
he particle morphology. The static (and relaxed) surface energies for
hese surfaces are, respectively, 3.57 (2.19) J/m 2 , 4.1 (3.02) J/m 2 , and
.13 (3.30) J/m 2 . These values are similar to the highest surface ener-
ies of the screened surfaces, suggesting that surfaces attained from our
creening heuristic are probably better starting points than a low-index
urface enumeration. 
Seven binary oxides are known to form in the corundum crystal struc-
ure – the group III semiconductor oxides Al 2 O 3 , Ga 2 O 3 , In 2 O 3 , as well
s the transition metal oxides Ti 2 O 3 , V 2 O 3 , Cr 2 O 3 , and Fe 2 O 3 . In part III,
e investigate whether or not surfaces screened on the basis of structure
ill remain valid as chemistry is altered. 
.2. Cuprite Cu 2 O 
We next study cubic Cu 2 O, known as cuprite, a p-type semiconduc-
or with a 2.17 eV band gap which has been identiﬁed as a promising
andidate material for photocatalytic water splitting and for solar en-
rgy conversion [21] . Synthesis of Cu 2 O within the presence of reducing
gents can yield a rich diversity of crystalline morphologies. By increas-
ng the concentration of the reductant NH 2 OH 3 ∙HCl, the relative area
raction of {100}, {110}, and {111} surfaces can be tuned, with resulting
anoparticle shapes ranging from cubic to rhombic dodecahedral [22] .
ecently, it was shown that when Cu 2 O is synthesized under alkaline so-
ution conditions with a D-( + )-glucose reducing agent, high-index {311}
urfaces of Cu 2 O can be stabilized, enabling the formation of nanoparti-
les with over 50-facets [8] . These morphologies with high-index facets
re of great interest, as the photocatalytic activity of Cu 2 O nanoparticles
mproves substantially with an increasing number of facets. Other high-
ndex surfaces for Cu 2 O have been reported, proposed to be (211) and
744) surfaces [23] , although these Miller indices are identiﬁed from
ngle measurements between facets, and may not be exact. 
W. Sun, G. Ceder Surface Science 669 (2018) 50–56 
Fig. 2. Structures of low-energy, high-index surfaces for a.) Al 2 O 3 corundum (10 12 ) , b.) Fe 2 O 3 hematite (10 1 4) c.) Cu 2 O (311), and d.) TiO 2 anatase (112). High-index surfaces can be 
as atomically ﬂat as low-index surfaces, or potentially even more so. 
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i  Application of our screening heuristic onto Cu 2 O ( Table 1 ) yields
nsight on the energetic competition between the surfaces for this struc-
ure, and the role of reducing agents in manipulating the crystal mor-
hology and in stabilizing the high-index structures. From our screen-
ng, we ﬁnd the low-index surfaces to be the most represented, in the
rder of the {111} planes at 21%, followed by the {100} with 17% and
110} with 13%. However, these low-index surfaces compose only 50%
f the possible screened surfaces. Following these surfaces, we also ﬁnd
he {311} with 12%, {210} at 8%, and {331} planes at 7%, and after
hese, a large collection of other planar surfaces in this structure with
 5% ﬁlling, including the polar {211}, {310}, and {320} surfaces, and
he nonpolar {53 1 } surface. The large number of candidate surfaces for
his relatively simple structure, coupled with a fairly homogeneous sam-
ling between multiple surface orientations, underlies the potential for
his material to exhibit such a variety of particle morphologies. 
Of these screened surfaces, surface energy calculations on stoichio-
etric slabs show the non-polar {111} and {311} surfaces to possess the
owest vacuum surface energies. The stoichiometric {100}, {110} and
210} surfaces are polar – consisting of alternating layers of 2-Cu + and
 
2 − . These polar surfaces, also known as Tasker Type-3 surfaces [24] ,
ave divergent electrostatic energies. In the lack of polarity-stabilizing
echanisms such as band structure charge transfer [25,26] , these po-
ar surfaces are classically unstable. For this reason, the experimentally-
bserved nanoparticle morphology in a solution with no reducing agents
s dominated by the {111} surfaces, forming cubes [22] . When reduc-
ng agents are introduced, the oxygen-terminated surfaces of the polar
100} and {110} are likely etched in solution, screening the dipole and
tabilizing these surfaces on the Wulﬀ shape. 
Following the low-index surfaces, the {311} surface is screened to
e the next candidate surface. Our calculations conﬁrm a low surface
nergy, although not low enough to appear on the vacuum Wulﬀ mor-
hology. This is consistent with observation, as the stabilization of the
311} surface requires both solution reducing conditions and stabilizing
dsorbates. Nevertheless, our screening heuristic successfully identiﬁes
he potential for this particular surface orientation, out of all possible
igh-index surfaces, to be a low-energy surface. The surface structure of
u O (311) is shown in Fig. 2 c, showing a high planar density of cop-2 
T  
53 er atoms in the (311) plane. Like the high-index, low-energy corundum
urfaces, the Cu 2 O (311) demonstrates that high-index surfaces can be
lanar at the atomic scale. This suggests that the improved photocat-
lytic activity of Cu 2 O nanocrystals with a large fraction of high-index
urfaces does not necessarily originate from reactive steps-edges on vic-
nal surfaces. Instead, it may also arise from the increased number of
dges and vertices where two planar faces meet, as these corner atoms
re the least coordinated, and likely most reactive. 
.3. Anatase TiO 2 
TiO 2 is a material of immense importance in the photocatalysis and
eological communities [27,28] . At the nanoscale, the anatase structure
s the thermodynamically stable phase, as it has the lowest surface en-
rgy of all its competing polymorphs [29] . Due to the importance of
anocrystalline TiO 2 , there have been numerous theoretical and experi-
ental investigations into the morphology of anatase TiO 2 surfaces and
he photocatalytic properties of its surfaces [30,31] . Nearly all of these
tudies have focused on the low-index (001), (100), and (101) surfaces.
owever, nanoparticles of anatase TiO 2 formed via sol-gel methods un-
er low pH conditions are often bound by {112} planes [28] . Under the
resence of hydroﬂuoric acid and citric acid, anatase nanocrystals can
lso adopt a curved morphology consisting of quasi-continuous vicinal
acets between the {101} and {112}, and under very high citric acid con-
entrations, the capping {001} surface can be destabilized with respect
o a host of other high-index vicinal surfaces [32] . 
When we apply our topological screening heuristic on anatase TiO 2 ,
e identify a surprisingly varied collection of candidate surface orien-
ations for low-energy surfaces ( Table 2 ). The {112} surface of anatase
s actually identiﬁed to be the most prevalent surface orientation, with
8% occurrence in the screening algorithm, while the stable observed
101} and {001} surfaces only occur 9.5% and 4.3% of the time, respec-
ively. From the static calculated surface energies, the {112} surfaces are
ow enough to appear on the Wulﬀ construction ( Fig. 3 ), although they
isappear when the surfaces are allowed to relax, and consequently the
101} and {001} surfaces dominate the morphology, as observed. This
s because the (112) surfaces consists completely of 5-fold coordinated
i atoms ( Fig. 2 d), while the (101) surface is mixed with fully 6-fold co-
W. Sun, G. Ceder Surface Science 669 (2018) 50–56 
Table 2 
Heuristic screened anatase TiO 2 surfaces and re- 
sulting surface energies (in J/m 2 ). 
Surface Screening 𝛾static 𝛾relax 
{112} 18% 1.40 0.75 
{102} 15% 3.08 Unstable 
{101} 10% 1.17 0.56 
{104} 8.3% 2.58 1.48 
{100} 6.7% 1.47 0.65 
{001} 4.3% 1.07 0.92 
{110} 1.5% 2.04 1.09 
Fig. 3. Wulﬀ construction of anatase TiO 2 from a.) static surface energies and b.) relaxed 
surface energies. The (112) surfaces are present on the particle morphology for the static 
surfaces, but relaxation greatly reduces the (101) surface energies relative to the (112) 
surfaces. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.). 
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a  rdinated and 5-fold coordinated Ti atoms. The surface energy of (001)
s much higher than for the (101), but is still stable on the morphology,
ue to geometrical constraints in the Wulﬀ construction. 
Our screening heuristic additionally identiﬁes, for the ﬁrst time, the
102) and (104) surfaces, which are vicinal surfaces that occur in the
zimuth between the (001) and (101) surfaces. While their surface en-
rgies are very high, and the (102) surface is actually dynamically un-
table in DFT, the identiﬁcation of these surfaces by our screening algo-
ithm underscores the potential for these vicinal surfaces to be stabilized
y capping agents from solution. Indeed, these surfaces are observed to
ecome preferable to the (001) surface under high citric acid concen-
rations [32] , although a calculation of these citric acid capped surfaces
s outside the scope of this investigation. Nevertheless, the rich variety
f surfaces screened for Anatase TiO 2 again highlights the potential for
 variety of morphologies to be accessed by this structure. 
. Surface energy vs. chemistry 
The corundum structure is the most common binary oxide structure
n the A 2 X 3 stoichiometry, forming seven compounds – the Group III
emiconductor oxides Al 2 O 3 , Ga 2 O 3 , In 2 O 3 , as well as the transition
etal oxides Ti 2 O 3 , V 2 O 3 , Cr 2 O 3 , and Fe 2 O 3 . This provides an excel-
ent opportunity to investigate how surface energies trend with chem-
stry when structure is ﬁxed, particularly because the Group III oxides
escend vertically in the periodic table, while the transition metal oxides
xtend horizontally in the periodic table. Group III elements are also sig-
iﬁcantly less redox-active than the transition metals, which may aﬀect
ow cleaved surfaces relax in response to bond-breaking. The corun-
um structure is the ground-state structure for all compounds except
 2 O 3 and In 2 O 3 , where it is metastable with respect to bixbyite, and
n Ga 2 O 3 , where the 𝛽-Ga 2 O 3 phase is the ground-state. However, for
hese three chemistries, the corundum structure is still within a small
nough enthalpy range of the ground-state to be accessible under ap-
lied thermodynamic conditions [33] . 
Despite minor diﬀerences in the atomic sizes and bond-lengths across
he 7 isostructural oxides, the screening heuristic obtains the same sur-
ace orientations, shown in Fig. 1 , for all chemistries. We focus our in-
estigation on the four primary surfaces; the {10 12 } surface, with 100%54 -fold coordinated cations; the {10 1 1} surface, with 50% 4-fold coordi-
ated cations and 50% 5-fold coordinated cations; the {10 1 4} surface,
ith 100% 4-fold coordinated cations; and the {0001} surface, which
as 100% 6-fold coordinated topped with 3-fold coordinated cations. 
In the Group III-oxides; Al 2 O 3 , Ga 2 O 3 and In 2 O 3 ; the overall sur-
ace energies scale with the electropositivity of the cation, in the or-
er 𝛾A l 2 O 3 > 𝛾G a 2 O 3 > 𝛾I n 2 O 3 , as shown in Fig. 4 . For a given structure,
 more electronegative cation results in a stronger bulk cohesive en-
rgy. Because surface energy is the work associated with bond-breaking,
he more cohesive a solid, the higher its corresponding surface ener-
ies. In general, the Group III-oxides follow the trend that lower surface
ation coordinations lead to higher static surface energies, in the order
{10 12 } > 𝛾{10 1 1} > 𝛾{0001} . However, the static surface energy is anoma-
ously for the In 2 O 3 {0001} surface. The {0001} surface has mixed 6-
old and 3-fold surface atoms, which suggests that indium has a smaller
enalty for 3-fold coordination than aluminum and gallium. Upon re-
axation, the {0001} surface becomes signiﬁcantly stabilized for all
roup-III oxides, which is generally associated with a signiﬁcant bond-
ontraction in the dangling 3-fold coordinated metal cation. In these
roup-III oxides, where the cations are generally not redox active, sur-
ace cation coordination is a good predictor for relative surface energy
etween various facets. 
We next investigate the surface energies of the ﬁrst-row transition
etal corundum oxides; Ti 2 O 3 , V 2 O 3 , Cr 2 O 3 , and Fe 2 O 3, as shown in
ig. 4 . The relative surface energies of both static and relaxed sur-
aces trend similarly between Ti 2 O 3 and Fe 2 O 3 , and between V 2 O 3 and
r 2 O 3 . Surface energies of V 2 O 3 and Cr 2 O 3 generally increase mono-
onically with decreasing surface coordination. On the other hand, for
e 2 O 3 and Ti 2 O 3 the 4-fold coordinated {10 1 4} surface and 3-fold coor-
inated {0001} surface both have lower energies than for the mixed
- and 4-fold coordinated {10 1 1} surface. To understand why Fe 2 O 3 
nd Ti 2 O 3 do not exhibit the same energy penalty for surface under-
oordination as V 2 O 3 and Cr 2 O 3 , it is instructive to consider the oxida-
ion states of the stable bulk phases. In both the V-O and Cr-O system,
 2 O 3 and Cr 2 O 3 are the most reduced bulk oxides. This suggests that fur-
her reduction of surface V 3 + or Cr 3 + ions by oxygen under-coordination
ould be energetically undesirable. On the other hand, more reduced
ulk oxides exist in both the Fe-O and Ti-O systems, as Fe 2 + can be
ound in both Wustite (Fe 0.947 O) and magnetite (Fe 3 O 4 ), and titanium
uboxides are known to exist in the reduced Magneli phases (Ti n O 2 n -1 )
own to Ti 1 O 1 . Because iron and titanium can both be reduced further
rom the 3 + oxidation state, this explains why under-coordinated Ti 2 O 3 
nd V 2 O 3 surfaces can still be low in energy. More generally, our results
how that surface energies in transition metal oxides do not always have
 direct relationship with surface coordination, and that the chemistry
f the redox-active element can inﬂuence relative facet stability on the
article morphology. 
In conclusion, surfaces identiﬁed using the topological screening
euristic are generally applicable across isostructural materials, al-
hough the relative surface energies between screened orientations are
ependent on the chemistry. Notably, we ﬁnd two important factors that
nﬂuence surface energies as a function of chemistry: 1) the propensity
f the cation to tolerate under-coordination, and 2) the ability of the
ation to be further electrochemically reduced. 
. Screened low-energy surfaces of common binary oxides 
Having established that screened surfaces can be generally applied
cross isostructural compounds, we run our screening heuristic on the
 most common binary oxide structures in the Inorganic Crystal Struc-
ure Database (ICSD), shown in Table 3 , with surface orientations or-
ered in decreasing sampling frequency. In the binary oxides, we ﬁnd
hat the surface orientations with the highest atomic density do tend to
e low-index surfaces, consistent with general intuition. In these rela-
ively simple structures, the conventional unit cell is deﬁned such that
toms typically occupy the high-symmetry positions, which are coin-
W. Sun, G. Ceder Surface Science 669 (2018) 50–56 
Fig. 4. Static and relaxed surface energies of the corundum structure with various cation chemistries. Left) the Group III-oxides, descending down the periodic table as Al, Ga, In. Right) 
The transition metal oxides, increasing in atomic number as Ti, V, Cr, and Fe. 
Table 3 
Screened surfaces for the 9 most common binary oxide structures. 
Stoichiometry Structure prototype # ICSD entries Competitive surface orientations 
AO Rock salt (MgO) 21 {100} {110} {111} {210} {211} 
AO 2 Rutile (TiO 2 ) 20 {101} {100} {110} {111} {001} 
AO 2 PdF 2 –Rutile (SnO 2 ) 9 {100} {110} {011} {103} {112} 
A 2 O 3 Corundum (Al 2 O 3 ) 8 { 10 2 } {104} { 2 1 0 } {101} {001} 
AO 2 Fluorite (ZrO 2 ) 8 {100} {100} {110} {111} {210} 
AO ZnS-type (BeO) 6 {101} {100} {111} {103} {211} 
AO 2 Peroxide (KO 2 ) 6 {101} {110} {001} {103} {112} 
AO Wurtzite (ZnO) 5 {001} {101} { 2 1 2 } {302} {100} 
A 2 O Cu 2 O-type (Cu 2 O) 5 {111} {100} {110} {311} {210} 
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c  ident with low Miller index orientations. This is especially apparent
n the cubic, tetragonal, and orthorhombic crystal systems; as exem-
liﬁed in the rock salt, rutile, ﬂuorite, and Cu 2 O prototype families.
owever, higher-index orientations are sampled more frequently in the
on-orthorhombic structures, such as in rhombohedral corundum and
exagonal Wurtzite, as the occupied high-symmetry points do not al-
ays fall upon low-index orientations. For example, in Wurtzite ZnO
Space group P6 3 mc ), both Zn and O fall upon the 2b Wyckoﬀ position,
ith coordinates (1/3, 2/3, z) and (1/3, 2/3, z + 1/2), so that our surface
creening algorithm identiﬁes the{ 2 1 2 } and the {302} surfaces, which
ave been observed in the facet evolution of nanowire tips [34] . Our al-
orithm identiﬁes minority high-index surfaces for nearly all structures;
hese high-index surfaces can often be stabilized if a proper nanoparti-
le environment can be identiﬁed, such as the reducing environments
reviously discussed in the Cu 2 O case. 
. Conclusion 
We have thus contributed a simple and eﬃcient heuristic to screen
or low-energy surfaces, based on the intuition that planes with high
tomic density tend to possess low surface energies. Our algorithm55 earches for high-density planes based on atomic coordinates, rather
han on the lattice, meaning that Miller index enumeration techniques
re unnecessary to identify low-energy, high-index surfaces. We vali-
ated our algorithm over various binary oxide structures, showing that
e not only identify high-index surfaces that are stable on the Wulﬀ
onstruction, such as the {10 12 } surface of corundum Al 2 O 3 , but also
igh-energy, high-index surface orientations that are stabilizable under
peciﬁc nanoparticle environments, such as Anatase {112} and Cuprite
311}. Screened surfaces tend to be applicable across isostructural com-
ounds, and we provided the surface screening results for the nine
ost common binary oxide structures in the Inorganic Crystal Structure
atabase. 
In this work, we focused our investigation on the binary oxides,
hich have relatively simple structures. There are some opportunities
or improving algorithm performance in more complicated crystal struc-
ures, while maintaining the same conceptual framework of the algo-
ithm. In materials where there is polyhedral distortion or anisotropy,
uch as due to Jahn–Teller eﬀects, one could include a tolerance for
hen an atom is considered to lie on a particular Miller plane. In materi-
ls with anion or cation complexes, such as CO 3 2 − or NH 4 + , there may be
lever coarse-graining approaches to describe the complex rather than
W. Sun, G. Ceder Surface Science 669 (2018) 50–56 
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 sing the center atom as a single-point for screening. This would par-
icularly be prudent in anions with irregular and extended polyhedral,
uch as (P 3 S 11 ) 7 − anions in Li 3 P 3 S 11 or (Ge 2 N 2 ) 6 − in Sr 3 Ge 2 N 2 . 
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